5 Robert Norman Street, Normanville
The Sea, The Sky & Solitude....
Have you longed to feel like a bird & soar high in the sky? This home has the best birds eye view of our
coastline including the iconic Rapid Heads that I have seen for many years, no obstructions & no power
lines, no rooftops, just a clear beautiful panorama before you.
Sit in the cosy comfort of your lounge chair to watch the sunrise or sit before the fishpond in peaceful
reflection while witnessing the incredible sunrises & sunsets.
This very neat & tidy brick veneer home enjoys the 1500sqm block of land to the very last inch, the front
garden established with natives & is relatively low maintenance until the lovely top lawned area which
features the beautiful fishpond.
The home offers many comforts with 2 living areas, the formal lounge & dining then through the hallway
along welcoming slate tiles to the open plan kitchen & family living area.
Enticing you further to relax or entertain outdoors is the picturesque leafyness of the sheltered pergola.
Tucked away with total privacy & all weather protection, in fact your fur family members will thrive here in
winter or summer.
The rear yard has some fruit trees, a nice big workshop/shed & right at the top of the block is another
fantastic sitting spot with a fire pit to while away the hours absorbing natures most amazing gifts over a
nice hot chocolate or glass of red!
With Solar panels reducing the chance of power bills & rainwater plumbed to the home as well as town
water, you can certainly live like a King &/or Queen for a truly affordable price in this highly appealing
residence.
Call to make your inspection a priority, the features of this property are very hard to repeat.
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1,500 sqm

$388,000
ID# 12028100891

Gail Copley
0407 77 33 99

The above information has been furnished to us by the vendor of each property. We have not verified whether or not that information is accurate and have no belief one way or another in its accuracy. We do not
accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. all interested parties should make and rely upon their own enquires in order to determine whether or not this information is in
fact accurate.
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